Arab Cup last-minute ticket sales from today

Fan ID a smart-technology card will grant access to the stadiums and entry permit to Qatar for traveling fans.

Following the remarkable qualification of Al-Thumama Stadium on Friday, the next two FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 venues to open their doors will be the stunning Al Bayt and the visionary Thumama stadiums within the string of cities italic class, as well as the host Al Shamal (national) stadium for theSite of the best FIFA Arab Cup, can book their tickets at the official FIFA World Cup 2022 and FIFA Arab Cup 2022.”

Football

Pakistan break India jinx with 10-wicket rout

THE HIGHER ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OF QATAR QTERMINALS CLASSIC 2021

is pleased to express its gratitude and appreciation to QTERMINALS (the title sponsor) all other sponsors, media outlets, working committees and volunteers for their contribution in the success of the world-class event Qatar QTERMINALS Classic 2021 which was held from 17th to 23rd October 2021 at Khalifa International Tennis and Squash Complex.

We look forward to your participation in our upcoming events.
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Babar, Rizwan star as Pakistan break India jinx with 10-wkt rout

Afri set the tone for the night with a fiery opening spell in which he claimed both openers
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Sadik Harris

United States of America

The USA and the United States Virgin Islands are the only countries to have not qualified for the World Cup. Both teams are

SPOTLIGHT

Langer says he has player support, wants to extend contract

SPOT

Australia

Enlightened Australia coach Justin Langer has refuted reports the team's

Boxing Day Ashes Test could see 30,000 crowd as Covid rules ease

Australia’s Boxing Day Test against England is a chance for the public to witness a男女-orientated tournament in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic. The match was
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Napoli retake top spot after goalless draw with Roma

It’s not the way I would have liked to win this championship!

Leone

FOOTBALL

Naples’ Ninth Start to the Serie A Season Comes off at San Paolo with a Pulsating Goalless Draw

Naples’ ninth start to the Serie A season saw it score in Italy’s San Paolo with a pulsating goalless draw with AC Milan following their hard-fought victory over Ascoli on Sunday. The draw meant Roma kept the second-place spot, but Napoli and Milan both picked up points to keep the race for the league title tight.

The game opened with a 90+2 minute strike from Naples’ Marek Hamsik, but it was a goal too late as the defending champions brushed off the challenge from AC Milan. Both teams had attempted to break the deadlock but could not find a way past the对方’s resolute defense.

Naples’hottest forward, while AC Milan’s star man, was left out of the starting 11. AC Milan’s goalkeeper, Rafael Benitez, was also left out of the starting 11. AC Milan’s goalkeeper, Rafael Benitez, was also left out of the starting 11. AC Milan’s goalkeeper, Rafael Benitez, was also left out of the starting 11. AC Milan’s goalkeeper, Rafael Benitez, was also left out of the starting 11.
Salah hits hat-trick as rampant Liverpool humiliate Man United

Liverpool's biggest win against United since 1925 moved them to second place
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L

eech's injury to a stunning 5-0 win at Anfield Saturday morning, the result was not unexpected as Liverpool had been in fine form and had scored 11 goals in their last three matches. The victory was Liverpool's biggest against United since 1925 and moved them to second place in the Premier League.

The match seemed to start with Liverpool dominating the possession and creating several chances. Salah, who had scored a hat-trick in his last two matches, was looking sharp and ready to make an impact. The ball was eventually played to Salah in the box, and he made no mistake, planting the ball into the back of the net.

The second goal came from a free kick awarded to Liverpool after a foul on Jordan Henderson. Salah stepped up and curled the ball into the top corner, making it 2-0. The third goal was scored by Mo Salah after a beautiful move involving Naby Keita and Roberto Firmino. Salah slotted the ball home to make it 3-0.

With United's defense in disarray, Liverpool continued to pour on the goals. The fourth goal came after a mix-up in the United defense, allowing Salah to turn and shot past the helpless goalkeeper. The final goal was a penalty, awarded after a foul on Sadio Mane. Salah stepped up and converted the spot kick to make it 5-0.

The victory was a huge boost for Liverpool's morale and their quest for a top-four finish. With this win, they moved ahead of Chelsea and into second place, just one point behind Manchester United. The team will now focus on their upcoming games, knowing that they have a good chance of finishing in the top four and qualifying for the Champions League.